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California Sues EPA After ‘Unconscionable’
Waiver Denial by Addie Haughey*

O

n January 2, 2008 the state of California filed a complaint in the 9th Circuit against the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) for its December 2007 denial
of a Clean Air Act waiver request made by California nearly two
years before.1
Under the Clean Air Act, California has the ability to enact
its own air pollution laws due to unique and extreme impacts of
pollution in the state.2 In order to implement stricter regulations,
California must acquire a waiver from EPA and the state has
done this nearly fifty times over the last three decades.3 Previous waivers allowed California to create laws requiring catalytic
converters, unleaded gasoline, and other major advancements
in air pollution reduction, which are often implemented on the
national level.4
A waiver seeking to impose stricter tail-pipe emission
standards was originally requested by California on December
21, 2005.5 The waiver was based on policy developed by the
California Air Resources Board (“CARB”) that was intended to
phase in and ramp up greenhouse gas auto emission standards
starting with the 2009 model year.6 According to CARB, global
warming emissions would be cut by thirty percent by model year
2016, which is the equivalent to taking 6.5 million cars off California roads by 2020.7 The waiver request cited global warming
impacts on California’s expansive coastline and the Sierra Moun
tain snowpack to justify the need to regulate greenhouse gasses.8
The Clean Air Act also allows other states to adopt California’s standards if they prefer them over the federal alternative.9 To date, sixteen states comprising forty-five percent of the
US auto market have adopted or are in the process of adopting
California standards, which increases the impact of the proposed
standards, creating the effect of taking twenty-two million cars
off America’s roads by 2020.10
After California’s waiver request in 2005, Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger made multiple efforts to force EPA to grant a
decision on the waiver, including filing suit in 2007.11 The EPA
denied the waiver12 on December 19, 2007 the same day that the
U.S. Congress passed the Energy Independence and Security Act
of 2007.13 The final Act was a stripped down version of what
many environmentalists had hoped would be the largest advancement in energy policy in decades.14 Provisions that would have
allowed tax incentives for renewable energy were left out, but
the bill does create the first increase in corporate average fuel
economy (“CAFE”) standards since the 1970s.15 According to
the White House, new standards will reach thirty-five miles per
gallon (“mpg”) by 2020.16
Some question whether the waiver denial coming the same
day as the passage of the energy bill is a coincidence or an
engineered political compromise. EPA staffers anonymously
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revealed that Johnson made his decision against their unanimous
recommendations to grant the waiver.17 One staffer went so far
as to say “California met every criteria . . . on the merits. The
same criteria we have used for the last 40 years on all the other
waivers.”18 Johnson, on the other hand, said that his staff “presented [him] with a range of options with a lot of pros and cons”
which he considered before deciding to deny the waiver.19
The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers (“AAM”) adamantly denies a compromise, saying there are absolutely no linkages between the group’s decision to support the final version of
the energy bill and EPA’s denial of the California waiver.20 Critics point out the sudden reversal of AAM’s position after decades
of vigorous opposition to the increase of emission standards.21
Regardless of whether the political conspiracy theories are
correct, a bitter battle is brewing between the Schwarzenegger
and Bush administrations. California began an immediate volley of sharp words, attacking the EPA assertion that California’s
plan would not be as effective as the federal strategy. In his letter to Schwarzenegger, Johnson claimed that California’s plan
would only reach a 33.5 mpg standard as opposed to the federal
standard of 35 mpg.
Mary Nichols of CARB, who oversaw air regulations under
the Clinton administration, said that Johnson’s decision shows
“that this administration ignores the science and ignores the
law to reach the politically convenient conclusion.”22 Governor
Schwarzenegger called EPA’s decision “unconscionable” and
said the EPA was “ignoring the will of millions of people who
want their government to take action in the fight against global
warming.”23 California Attorney General Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
said Johnson “must have consulted a Ouija board, I don’t know
what else can explain his bizarre decision.”24
The Los Angeles Times reported that EPA technical and
legal staff predicted that if the waiver was denied, EPA would
likely lose a legal challenge to its decision, but that if the waiver
was granted and the EPA was sued by representatives of the auto
industry, that EPA is almost certain to win.25
In the last year several pro-state decisions have been handed
down in support of regulation of greenhouse gasses, including
Massachusetts v. EPA and Green Mountain Chrysler v. Crombie. These cases and others involving environmental organizations are likely to give support to California in the upcoming
litigation. Despite any predictions, both sides appear ready for
a fight.
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